PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARD TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION
Contact with product may result in transient tingling and reddening of the skin. Wear
waterproof gloves when spraying. Avoid contact with skin or clothing.

FIRST AID

IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call a Poison Control Center or doctor. Do not induce vomiting unless told
to by a Poison Control Center or doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by mouth
to an unconscious person.

IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15 to 20 minutes. Remove
contact lenses, if present, after 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for
treatment advice.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15 to
20 minutes. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give
artificial respiration, preferably mouth to mouth, if possible. Call a Poison Control Center or doctor for further
treatment advice.

Have this product container or label with you when calling a Poison Control Center or doctor or when going for treatment.

NOT LINE: You may also call 1-800-659-7378 for emergency medical treatment advice.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is extremely toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water. Do not
dump leftover pesticide or rinse water into drains or sewers. BEE WARNING: This product is highly
toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment or residues on blossoms or weeds. Do not apply this product or allow it to drift to blossoming crops or weeds if bees are visiting the treatment area.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Do not apply this product in or on electrical equipment due to possibility of shock hazard.

WARRANTY STATEMENT
Our recommendations for the use of this product are based
upontests believed to be reliable. The use of this product being
beyond the control of the manufacturer, no guarantee,
expressed or implied, is made as to the effects of such, or the
results to be obtained if not used in accordance with directions
or established safe practices. The buyer must assume all
responsibility for, including injury or damage, resulting from its
misuse as such, or in combination with other materials.
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KILLS BEDBUGS II
WATER-BASED • KILLS ON CONTACT

• Use in Homes, Hotels, Motels and Other Areas as Listed
• Kills Bedbugs, Fleas and Ticks
• Kills Spiders

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of the Federal Law to use this product
in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

GENERAL INFORMATION: place JT EATON KILLS BEDBUGS II in a suitable sprayer and apply according
to directions for use. Do not spray up into air. Apply this product only as a spot and crack & crevice treatment.
Hold approximately 12 inches from surface to be sprayed. Squeeze trigger to spray until surface is visibly soaked. Contact
kill will result immediately when spraying ceases directly.

JT EATON KILLS BEDBUGS II is intended to be used in Homes, Hotels, Motels, Apartments, Attics, Attic Areas, Basements,
Bathrooms, Boats, Cabins, Campers, Carports, Cat Sleeping Areas, Clothes Storage, Condominiums, Dens, Garages, Garbage,
Kitchens, Laundry Rooms, Patios, Patios, Pet Sleeping Areas, Play Rooms, Porches, Recreational Vehicles, Storage Areas, Sun Rooms,
Utility Rooms, and Waiting Areas. Do not use in commercial food handling establishments, restaurants or other places where food is commercially prepared, processed, or served.

FOR USE INDOORS:
BEDBUGS: Saturate linens and wash before reuse. Lightly spray mattress, especially tufts, folds and
edges. Apply to the interior of the bed frame. Allow to dry before reusing. Treat bedboards, railings and
ceilings. Repeat treatment as needed.

FLEAS and TICKS: Apply as a spot and crack & crevice treatment to areas where these pests crawl and hide,
especially in hidden areas around sires and storage areas, behind baseboards, around doors and windows,
behind and under refrigerators, cabinets, sinks and stoves, the underside of shelves, drawers, bookcases, and
similar areas. Remove all food and cooking utensils. Cover all food handling surfaces or wash thoroughly after
treatment and before use. Exposed food should be covered or removed. Repeat as necessary but not more than
times per week.

TICKS (including ticks that may cause Lyme disease) and Fleas on Surfaces: Remove pet bedding and dirt
and clean thoroughly. Spray pet resting quarters. A pet is safe and larvae control by spraying will be killed. Put fresh
bedding down once spray has dried. Do not spray animals directly. For best results, pets should be treated with
an appropriate flea and/or tick control product registered with EPA for use on pets allowing them to return
to the treated area. Spray carpets and curtains where infestations are least. Destructive fabrics should be tested for
staining in an inconspicuous area prior to use.

SPIDERS: Apply along and behind baseboards, to window and door frames, corners, pipes, storage locations,
attics, crawl spaces and other areas over which these pests may crawl.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store this product in its original container in a dry, cool, secured area. Do not
contaminate water, foodstuffs, feed or seed by storage or disposal.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: As a responsible environmental practice, where possible, it is recommended that all of
the contents of the container be used, carefully following label directions and precautions.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL: If EMPTY: Non-Refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Place in trash
or offer for recycling if available.

IF PARTIALLY FILLED: Call your local waste agency or 1-800-252-6687 for disposal instructions. Never place
unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

SPLIL: In case of spill, absorb liquid with absorbent material such as soil or clay, etc. sweep up and dispose of
material according to PESTICIDE DISPOSAL - IF PARTIALLY FILLED - directions above.

Mfg. for J.T. EATON & CO., INC. 13931 East Highland Road, Twinsburg, OH 44087 • U.S.A.
JT EATONTM is a trademark of J.T. EATON & CO., INC. ©2011
www.jteaton.com

Made in the U.S.A.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
See Side Panels for Additional Precautions.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Deltamethrin (CAS 52018-63-5) 0.03%
OTHER INGREDIENTS:.................. 99.97%
TOTAL 100.00%

EPA REG. NO. 45385-97-56
EPA EST. NO. 3512-01-H-1

Net Contents: One QUART (U.S.)
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